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Abstract. Let 2 be a multiple-valued logic. An equality-test algebra cwer 2’ is a many-sorted 
algebra that contains the truth values of 2 in a specia’l logic domain; it also includes certain 
opera-ions that take values in the logic domain and are to be viewed as the characteristic functions 
of nonclassical predicates over the universe of the algebra. In particular the algebra contains for 
each sort s the characteristic function of the nonclassical equality predicate over the domain of 
sort s. Nonclassical data structures of this form arise naturally in various computer science contexts. 
The basic properties of nonclassical equality-test algebras are investigated, and an axiomatization 
of their conditional-equational theory is obtained for a large class of multiple-valued logics. Some 
consequences for the specifications of nonclassical equality-test data types are drawn. 
mtroduction 
Since the pioneering work of J. V. Guttag, S. N. Zilies, and the ADJ group 
algebraic methods have played dn important role in software development. At the 
risk of greatly oversimplifying matters, one can describe the algebraic theory of data 
types as the theory of spzcification of data types by means of equations; in short, 
the equational logic of data structures. (By an equation in this Introduction we 
also me&n a conditional equation.) The equational (and conditional equational) 
specification of data types has many important advantages over other specification 
methods and has been extensively developed. The best known advantage is the 
existence of initial objects. In fact this property turns out to characterize conditional- 
equational model classes [25,26]. (Although final algebras do not always exist, they 
seem to be more easily handled in equational logic.) Initial algebras provide an 
effective means of selecting a canonical model of a set of equations. Another 
advantage is that the proof theory of equational logic is substantially simpler than 
that of more expressive languages, and has been effectively used as a means of 
impIementing data types and even general purpose programming languages; see for 
instance [13]. Equa”iona1 specification also has so e disadvantages. The 
being ihe inherent limitation on the expressive power of equational angua 
are many data structures whose fundamental 
least in a natural way, by means of equations. 
take the approach of classical algebraic 
language within equational logic. In the ideal situation t 
carried out in the llowing way: the u 
embodied in a spec algebraic structure, w 
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the data structure. The sentences of the more expressive language are then uniformly 
translated into equations (or finite systems of equations) in such a way that the data 
structure models a sentence iff it models the corresponding equation. This process 
is well known and widely applied in the case of the classical first-order predicate 
logic and homogeneous tructures. The universal fragment of predicate logic over 
heterogeneous data structures is studied in some detail in [33]. In the present paper 
we will study the proczss in a more general context and apply it to a wide class of 
nonclassical logics. 
The importance of nonclassical logics in computer science, and in partic 
programming language semantics, has been recognized for some time. Three-valued 
logic arises naturally from the fact that a computatior process may not terminate 
on some inputs, or that an operation on a data structure may not have a natural 
definition for certain data objects. On the other hand, four-valued logic seems natural 
when an attempt is made to formalize the theory of a database in which both the 
under-determination and the over-determination of data is allowed. Even infinite- 
valued logics prove useful in formalizing a process whereby a data object, such as 
a function with an infinite domain, is successively approximated by partially com- 
puted subobjects. Several specific examples of multiple-valued logics that have 
occurred in the literature in this context will be considered. 
In Section I the process of algebraizing the universal fragment of the classical 
first-order theory of d:ita types is reviewed; the main purpose here is to motivate 
subsequent work. Norclassical logics in a very broad setting are discussed in Section 
2 and the algebraizatlon process is generalized in Section 3. It produces results that 
closely parallel those of the classical case for certain special logics. A large class of 
them, the autoalgebraizabie logics, are investigated in Section 4. The classical alge- 
braization process extends smoothly to these logics provided the deduction theorem 
ids. The results are presented in Section 5. In the main result of the paper, 
eorem 5.3, we obtain an axiomatization of the conditional-equational theory of 
data structures that have been enriched by equality-test operations that take values 
in an autoalgebr*aizable logic. Some interesting consequences for the specification 
of data types are presented in Theorems 5.10 and 5.11. 
The theory of nonclassical data types presented in this paper has to be considered 
incomplete because it fails to include within its scope most of the important 
nonclassical ogics that arise in computer science. These logics are not autoalgebraiz- 
able, and the aigebraization of the universal first-order theory of data structures 
over them is problematical. However we hope this paper represents a significant 
first step by clarifying the lin ::ta:tions of +;l:c methods of classical algebraic logic. 
The situation is discussed in more detail at the end of the paper in Section 6. 
ter ogy use er. 
we refer the reader to [ 143 or [33]. 
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We will use the term signature in the familiar sense of [Id]; it will mean a set of 
operation symbols, along with their associated types9 over some set of sorts. 
relational signature we will mean a signature 2 which contains predicate as well as 
operation symbols. (An ordinary signature is occasionally referred to as algebraic 
to emphasis the fact it is not relational.) We denote the sets of operation and relation 
symbols of C respectiveiy by Z. and &. Let S be the set of sorts of C. Then a 
relational structure of signature C (more simply a E-structure) is made up of an 
S-sorted universe (or carrier) R = (R, : s E S) together with an interpretation qR of 
eachaE~.If(TE~Oandisoftypes,...s,~_,~s,then~R:R,~~,xR,~,x*.*~R,~,,_,~R,. 
If u E & and is of type so . . . s,,_~, then Us G R,5,, x R,S, l 9 x &&_,. R, is called the 
domain of sort, or type, s (or simply the s-domain 3 of 
By a subsignature of C we mean a signature C’ with sort-set SE S such that 
&I 
‘0 ‘u - I - ’ 
c z-0 
‘0 ‘PI I - ’ 
7 (1) 
r;l, 
‘0 ‘,I - I 
r& , 
‘0 ‘Pi - I (2) 
for all so, . . . 9 s,_, , s E S’. If is a Z-structure, then I denotes the Z-structure 
s E S’) and operations and predicates oRi* = # for each 
is called the ZY-reduct of C’ is called a complete subsignature of C if 
we have equality in both (1) and (2). In this case C’ is completely determined by 
its sort-set S’ and may be denoted by &; similarly, the C’-reduct I may be written 
The set of Z-terms over the variables X is denoted by Tez (X) and the correspond- 
ing term Z-algebra by r(X). Note that Tez (X j = Te-,,( X) since only operation 
symbols of C are involved in the construction of terms. 
Let S be any nonempty set. A mapping C from the power set of S into itself is 
a closure operator if it satisfies the following axioms for all X, Y s S: X c Y implies 
C(X)(L C(Y); XC_ C(X); C(C(X)) = C(X). A closure operator is algebraic if 
C(X) = IJ { Y: Y G X, Y finite}. Subsets of S with the property C(X) = X are said 
to be closed. The universal set S is always closeo and if 9 is any family of closed 
sets, then n 9 is closed and, if C is algebraic, so is U 9 provided 9 is directed 
(X, YE % implies X v Y 5 2 for some 2 E 9). Any family %Z of subsets of a 
nonempty set S satisfying these three properties (SE Ce and (?Z is closed under 
arbitrary intersection and directed union) is called an algebraic closed-set system. 
For any algebraic closed-set system %, C(X) := n { Y: X C. Y E %} for each X c S 
defines an algebraic closure operator. If ?? is the family of closed sets of an algebraic 
closure operator, then the algebraic closure operatab C obtained from K in this 
way coincides with the original. 
are dealt with in [3 tional structures.) 
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It can be viewed as a pr cess by which a relatimal structure over an arbitrary 
many-sorted relational nature is transformed into an algebra A over a new, 
algebraic signatrlre. The algebraic part of is a subreduct of its transfcrm. T 
transformation takes 0~ following for Let C be the reiational signat 
and let s be its sort-set. The universe Q is obtained by enriching the umverse 
by a two-element oolem algebra 
({true, f&z& and, or, not, true, false) 
as a new domain of ~013 b001. An operation eq;” of type ss + boo1 is adjoine 
each non-Boolean ssrt S: for any a, 6 of type s we have 
e&a, b) = 
true ii a = 6, 
fake otherwise. 
U.1) 
eq$ is called the equality-test operation over the domain A, (= R,). 
The nonequality predicates of are replaced by Boolean-valued operations in a 
similar way: For each predicate symbol 0 we have a new operation pri of type 
so. * . s,_, + boo1 where s,~ . . . s,+ is the type of 0. 
pr~(a,, . l ’ ) a,-,) = 
true if (ao, . . . , a,_,) E oA, 
false Qtherwise 
. 
(1.2) 
This transforms the relational structure R into an algebra called the algebra- 
transform of which we denote by Alg Its sort-set is s LJ {bool}, and its signature 
~(~4):=&uAu{eq,: sES}u{prU: a&&}, (W 
where A := { an d , or, not, true, fake) is the signature Qf BQQlean algebras. Its universe 
is R v {(bool, {true, false})} where R = (R, : s E S) is the S-sorted u 
te that the ,/i-reduct of an arbitrary 2 (A )-algebra Ai is denoted b 
There is no equality-test operation over the Boolean domain, but we may assume 
one exists without 10~s Qf generality. FOP if we define eqb,,ol to be the compound term 
eqb,&, Y) := (not x or y) and (not y or x), (1.4 
) also holds for s = bool. 
The translation of any universal first-order c (A )-formula q into a c (A )-term is 
now obvious. It is defined recursively on the structure of cp in the following way, 
starting with atomic for 
(t * r)* := eq,, (1, r), 
for 41 s E Su {bo 4) and t, r E (Tel-, , ,(X)),. 
ere s,), . . . , s,, _ I is t 
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(cp A t,b)* := cp* and $“. (q v’ $A**- cp* or qJ*, 
(-I$))* := not <p*, (q + $)* := not ‘p* or 
If cp is a universal sentence, then cp*:= @‘, where + ik th”3 quantifier-free part of 
the prenex normal form of p. 
Sentences with existential quantifiers in their prenex normal form are harder to 
handle. One way is to first pass to the Skolem norm:al form and then apply the 
above translation. But this entails enriching the signature in a way that &pen& on 
the form of the sentence and greatly complicates the algebraizatign process. We 
restrict our attention exclusively to universal formulas in this paper. 
It now follows almost immediately from the definitions of the notions involved 
that, for any universal first-order C-sentence q and any relational C-structure 
(1.6) 
I= q means that is a model of p in the usual sense of first-order predicate logic 
see for instance [ 
Any X (A )-algebra that is isomorphic to the algebra-transform of some relational 
C-structure (i.e., that is isomorphic to ) will be called an equality-test 
algebra ouer X(n). We give a formal, intrinsic definition for future reference. Any 
algebraic signature C (A ) that is constructed from an arbitrary relational signature 
C as in (1.3) will be called an equality-test signature. 
efinition .I. A Z(A)-algebra A is an equality-test (ET) algebra if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
0 i boo1 is a two-element Boolean algebra; 
(ii) eq $ is an equality-test operation on the domain /& for every s E S\{bool}. 
Recall that booI = A,,, by convention. 
We would have the ideal solution to the problem of algebraizing classical universal 
first-order logic if we could find a set of equations or conditional equations that 
characterize the class of ET algebras, but unfortunately the ET algebras do not form 
a conditional-equational class since they are not closed under direct (i.e., Cartesian) 
products. But the conditional-equational class generated by the ET algebras is shown 
in [33] to be axiomatked by the following simple set of conditional equations. 
(Axget,) A set of equational axioms for Boolean algebras. 
For each s E S: 
(Axget,) eq,(x, X) = true; 
(AxgeM oq.& y) s es.J y, 4; 
c 4) \k w) 
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For each c E & of ty e so=..s,-l+s: 
(Axgets) eq,,(xo, yo) and l . . and eq,,&n-l, yn-,) 
c essWxo, . . . 3 x,-A, cr(~~, . . . , Y,-Ah 
For each by E ZP of type so.. . s,_~ : 
(Axgetd eqs,,hoz YJ and.. . and eq,,,_,h-, , y,d and 4x0,. . *, GA 
sG dY0, * l * 9 Yn-1); 
s(x,y)=l+x-y. 
Note that all of these axioms except the last are equations; eq,s(x, y) < eqs( y, x) for 
example can be thought of vi~ an abbreviation of eqs(x, y) and eqs( y, x) = eq,(x, y). 
Let AXGET stand fo the set of all these axioms. 
The AXGET axioms continue to hold when s is allowed to take the value boo1 
whenever appropriate; recall that eqbooI is defined in ( 1.4). Moreover, (Axgets) 
continues to hold with IT = eq, for every s E S. In this case the axiom takes the form 
eqs(xO, yoJ and eq.h, vA 52 ~qbool(eq.s(xo, x,1, eq,(yo, ~5))~ (1.7) 
But this follows from (Axget,) and (Axget,), since, in any Boolean algebra, a and 
6 s c and a and cs b together imply a s (not 6 or c) and (not c or b). 
nition 1.2. A 2( A )-algebra satisfying AXGET is called a generalized equality-test 
(GET) algebra. 
The main result about equality-test algebras in [33] is the following algebraic 
representation. 
.3. Every GET algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a direct product of 
ET algebras. 
. The class of GET algebras is the smallest conditional-equational class 
that contains all ET algebras. 
Thus we see AXGET is in a sense the best we can hope for in trying to characterize 
ET algebras by conditional equations. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3 together with 
tflti equivalence (1.6). For any set r of universal first-order sentences let F* := 
{cp* = true: q E r}. 
. Let r be any sef of universalfirst-order Z-sentences. Then 1 + u AXGET 
conditional-equational axioms for the sm t conditional-equational class 
that con tams for every relational X-structure 
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The equivalence between a universal first-order ~0 jntence and its equational trans- 
form expressed in (1.6j does not in general hold for GET algebras that are not ET 
algebras (see [ 331). 
There are various ways of characterizing EI‘ aigekas among the class of GET 
algebras (although necessarily not by means of conditional equations). An ET 
algebra may have a proper homomorphic image but every such image must fail to 
satisfy (Axget,) and hence cannot be a GET algebra. (A homomorphic image is 
proper if the corresponding surjective homomorphism is not injective.) Thus every 
ET algebra is GET-simple. The converse follows easily from Theorem 1.3. 
ThecPrerar 2.6. fie ET algebras are exactly the GET-simple GET algebras. 
We now describe some consequences of Theorem 1.3 for the specification of ET 
data types. 
By a data structure we mean as usual a many-sorted algebra that is minimal 
in the sense that it has no proper subalgebras; under thz assumption that there is 
at least one ground te of type s for each sort s, this is equivalent o the condition 
that every element of is the value of at least one ground term. A data type is the 
isomorphism class of a data structure. Let us call a set r of universal C (A )-sentences 
an initial specijication of a GET data structure if is an initial algebra of the 
I class defined by r* w AXGET. Srmilarly we call r a jinal 
is a final (i.e., terminal) algebra of the class of nontrivial data 
structures of this conditional-equational class. Suppose r is an initial specification 
of an ET data structure Then every data structure in the class of models of 
r*uAXGET is a homomorphic image of A. But since is an ET algebra, it has 
no nontrivial GET homomorphic image outside of its data type. Thus the class of 
ET data structures that are models of r* v AXGET m t coincide with the data 
type of A, and hence r is also a final specification of . Conversely, every final 
specification of an ET data structure must also be an initial specification. Hence 
any universal specification of an ET data structure is complete in the serrje that it 
is both initial and final. One consequence of this fact is that any ET data structure 
with a finite specification is necessarily computable. 
This completes our summary of the main features of the algebraization of the 
classical universal first-order theory of data structures. The details can be found 
in [33]. 
efore turning to the problem of algebraizing the no 
ry of data types we take a 
propositional logics that can serve as t 
co 
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iven in the form of mogeneous algebra, which for reasons to be 
glow wiill be called a tomatrix. We will put off until later exactly in 
one of these protomat es actually determines a logic. 
. Some special !0g!cs 
We begin by c nside%g four 3-valued protomatrices. All three have the same 
signature. It is an extension of the signature of Boolean algebras by single constant 
symbol u; in t resent context we use the symbols t and f in p ce of true ard 
false. Althoug signature may vary slightly from logic to logic, we will always 
denote it by A. From now on we will efer, on those occasidns where it seems 
appropriate, to the operatica? symbols o s connecloCes or logical connectiUes. 
e’s weak- logic [20]. See Table 1. 
S3: Kleeroe’s strong ,rOgic [20]. See Table 2. The defining protomatrix coincides 
nique 3-element subdirectly irreducible DeMorgan algebra; see [ 11. 
Carthy’s noncommuting conditional ogic [27] (see also [ 171 and [NJ). 
These three logics a:e all designed to handle compound statements with atomic 
components whose truth value may be undetermined either for theoretical reasons 
(for example if division by zero is involved or an attempt is made to pop an empty 
stack), or because some computational process fails to terminate. They represent 
three difierent ways the logic of such statements can be handled in various actual 
implementations. If in eva;iuating the conjunction R and S, for instance, both R 
and S are evaluated independently, before a value for the conjunction is returned, 
and t u f 
t 
U 
f 
and t u f 
and t u f 
or t u f 
Table 1. 
or t u f 
Table 2. 
or t u f 
not 
not 
t f 
u u 
El f t 
not 
Table 3. 
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then either 3 or 3 would provide the proper evaluation scheme. 
evaluation of S is delayed until its value is actually required in order 
decision about the truth value of the conjunction, then CJ is the proper. choice. 
The other 3-value logic we want to consider is closely related to the logics of 
tukasiewicz and Post and can be considered the “classicai” logic with three truth 
values. Since tukasiewicz’s implication is not definable in terms of the other 
tives, it is included in the signature. 
: Lukasiewicz’s 3-valued logic [24,35]. See Table 4. The defining protomatrix 
is primal in the sense that every operation of finite rank over the universe is 
defined by some A-term. 
The implicGon + and the negation not are the basic connectives here; conjunction 
and disjunction are defined in their terms by x and y := not (x + not y) and x or 
Y := not x-y. 
The next logic ha: four truth values. It has the same connectives as the classical 
propositional logic. 
I&: Behap’s 4valued logic [2,3]. See Table 5. The defining protomatrix is the 
unique 4-element subdirectly irreducible DeMorgan algebra. 
This logic is designed to represent our state of knowledge of a database at a particular 
time rather than the actual state of affairs. We may have been told that a particular 
ground clause is true or we might have been told it is false; this would result in the 
clause having one of the classical truth values. But we may also have been given 
no information about the clause (neither true or false) or we may have been told 
(presumably by different sources) that it is both true and false. From the fact we 
have been told only that R is true we may infer only that R or S is true regardless 
of what we have been told about S. But if we have been told only that R is false, 
then whatever we nave been told about S we may also infer about R or S. This is 
the reasoning behind the first and last rows of the or-table. The other entries in all 
three tables can be explained in a similar way. 
The last of the special logics is infinite valued and closely related to intuiticn:stic 
logic. The connectives are and, or, +, and the constants, 0, I, t. 
--) t u f and t IJ f or t u f 
and t b n f 
t t t 
&H t t u t u f 
not 
t f 
u u 
i f t 
Table 5. 
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intuitionistic logic. Lea NW+, := (0, 1,2, . . . 9 t} and 
w+l~=@Ltl, and, or, +, !), 
where the operations are de d as follows: x an 
to the natural or& rgest element); x 
x+y:= 
t ifxsy, 
y oa ise. 
rmation about 
Qucture is closely related to 
only on the basis of an infinite computational 
(For example, could be a computable 
d, the restriction of d to (0, 1, . . . , ctt - I}. We can then assign to each atomic formula 
a unique ordinal 11 f NW+l in a natural way. The ordinal assigned to an equality 
d =r e between two data objects would be the least upper bound of all n such that 
n,, = e,,. Suppose &i, eJ . . .) is a compound expression involving the connectives 
and, or, --3, and the data objects d, e,f, . . . It is not difficult to see that th 
assigned to q on the basis of the definitions of and, or, and + given for 
the largest n sr;ch that p(d,, e&,, . . . ) is true in the classical sense. 
Reference [12] is an early paper on the special kind of gic we have been 
discussing. Ginsberg [ 1 I] discusses the role of multiple-value ogics in computer 
science and artificial intelligence in general. For some work on the role of Kleene’s 
gic in logic programming see [32,22]. For other applications of multiple- 
ic to logic programming see [ 10,211. 
era1 nonclassical logics 
at sense do the above protomatrices determine a logic? In fact several 
di logics can be associated with each of them, and it is not always clear which 
ed in a particular circumstance. It is obvious that every algebra has an 
ssociated equationd logic; the fundamental propositional form here is an equation 
etween two terms over the signature of the algebra. But each protomatrix also 
gives rise to several assertional ogics where the fundamental propositional forms 
2 as a protomatrix determines two 
tively the tautologies and 
uata tjypes over multiple-valued logics 171 
satisfied in z iff v * @ is a tautology iff not(cp f, J,) is a contradiction, and 
conversely <p is a tautology iff not p is a contradiction iff <p = true is universally 
satisfied.) Consider now the protomatrix 3 of Car-thy’s noncommuting condi- 
tional logic. Gries seems clearly to have an assertional ogic in mind when he deals 
with this protomatrix in [ 171. On the other hand, in their detailed study of the logic 
C3 carried out in [ 181, Guzman and Squires deal exclusively with the equational 
. The exact connection between the assertional and the equati 
case is not clear, but it is certainly not as strong as in the classical 
For an arbitrary protomatrix the connection between the e uatioxal and asser.. 
tional logics may be tenuous. But the algebraic theory of data types seems to rely 
heavily on Le assumption of a close connection between the two logics. In this 
paper we will consider a large class of protonratrices for which the connection is 
nearly as strong as it is in the classical case, and for these protomatrices the 
algebraization of the associated universal first-order logic can be carried out almost 
as smoothly. For protomatrices that are not contained in this class the situation is 
still problematical. 
We begin our investigation of nonclassical algebraic theory of data types by taking 
a more detailed look at assertional propositional logics in general. The notion we 
have in mind is the one due essentially to Tarski [37], where an assertional ogic is 
characterized as a formally defined set of formulas together with a relation of 
entailment or consequence. The formulas can be identified with the terms of a 
homogeneous ignature A. The operation symbols YE A are to be viewed, in this 
context, as propositional connectives; the variables X, x0, xl, . . . , y, yo, l . . , 2, l . l as 
propositional variables; and the terms t E Te l(X) as propositional formulas. For- 
mally an assertional or propositional logic, or simply a logic, is an ordered pair 
2’:= (A, I-~) where + Y is an abstract relation between a set T of terms and an 
individual term r that satisfies several well known axioms (see for instance [a]). 
What these axioms say in effect is that the mapping 
T - {r: TI-, r} (2-l) 
defines an algebraic closure operation on Te ,, (X) with the additional property that 
Tt--, r implies (h(t): t E T} t-Y, h(r) for every substitution h of terms for variables. 
We say that T entails Y and that r is a consequence of or deducible from T in 2 
that I-~ r, i.e., that are 
the smallest 
characterized in 
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of the form 
to,..., t”--l 
r 
A derivation of a term r from a set of terms T is a sequence of tfx 
following propesty: each member is either an element of T, a substitution instance 
of an axiom, or a substitution instance of the conclusion r of an inference rule such 
that the correspo ding substitution instances of the premises to9 . . . , tn_l occur 
ear&r in the seq rice. Then 7Vyr iff there is a derivation of r from T’. Ev~.y 
assertional ogic can be defined axiomatically in this way ([23]). 
l[t is well known (see [39,40]) that every assertional ogic 2 in the above sense 
can aiso be chara matrices. By a matr over A, or a A-matrix, 
we mean a pair is a A-algebra and is an arbitrary subset 
he universe A The elements of D are called the designated truth values of 
and the under1 is called a protomatrix. 
Let t(q), . . . , x,_,) E Te.,(X), where x0,. . . , x,_ l is a list of variables occurring 
in t (and possibly some additional ones). For any A-algebra A and ao, . . . , a,,_? E A, 
we denote by tA(ao,. . . , a,_,) tke value t takes when x0,. . . , x~_~ are assigned the 
values aO,..., a,_1, respectively. (We often write just 2, (I, t(Z), and t “( ii).) Every 
class of matrices defines a unique assertional ogic in the following way: 
to(s) , . . . , t,&f) FM r(Z) iff t,“(n), . . . , t&_Ja)E D implies rA(ti)E D 
for every (A, D) E and every assignment a’ in A; 
(2.2) 
or in more algebraic terms, h( to), . . . , h( t,+) E D implies h(t) c D, for every 
homomorphism h : e,, (X) + A. Then (A, I=& is a logic and, conversely, for every 
logic JZ := (A, I--~) there is a set of matrices such that I=,,,, and I-~ coi 
classical propositional logic can be defined this way by the matrix ( 
where 2 is the 2-element Boolean algebra; thus t-Spy and bBz coincide. (When no 
confusion is likely we do not bother to distinguish between a matrix and its 
protomatrix.) 
Let 2 := (A, t--u) be an arbitrary logic and an arbitrary A-algebra. A nonempty 
subset 6; of A is called an L&jilter of if 
to(x), . . . 9 L-,(3 t-Y- 43 
implies 
t&i),..., t~_&il)c F implies r(ti)E F 
for all to,... , t,-, , r E Te,, (X) and all assignments a’. Let Fi be the set of all 
is an algebraic closure system over A (see the Introduction). 
[ BIY, or just [B] when 2 is clear from context, 
; for any filter F, F[B] is the smallest 
algebra, then its %RZ-filters ar 
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Note that the filters on the algebra of terms ) are just the Z-theories. 
Consequence can be expressed in terms of theories as follows: 
to,*-=, I,_, l--y4- iff rE[to ,..., t,,&. (2.3) 
We say that the deduction theorem holds for a logic 9 if there exists a term 
de E Te., ({x, y)) such that 
to, l l l 9 t,,,-,, r kys iff to,. . . f t,+ k-, de(r, s) 
for all to, . . . , t,_, , r, s E Te,\ (X). The term de is called a deduction term for 9. The 
deduction theorem holds for %PY with deduction term de(x, y) := not x or y. 
The follolving proposition is an immediate consequence of the characterization 
of the consequence relation in terms of theories. 
reposition 2.1. Assume the deduction theorem holds for 9 with deduction term de. 
For any Z-theory and all t, r E Te., (X) we haoe 
rE T[t] iff de(t, r)E T. 
For a systematic discussion of the modern theory of propositional logics see 
[7,40]. For a different view of general ogic with a special emphasis on applications 
to computer science see [30]. 
2.3. Standard logics 
For the purposes of this paper we will restrict our attention almost exclusively 
to assertional ogics that are defined by a set of matrices of the form (t, {t)) where 
L is an arbitrary (possibly infinite) A-algebra and t is a constant symboi of A. in 
‘addition we assume that every element of is denoted by a ground term, i.e., is 
a data structure. We will call such matrices standard, and a standard logic will be 
one of the form (A, l=,j where is a class of standard matrices. (The term stundard 
Zogic has a different meaning in the literature of propositional logic.) A standard 
matrix is completely determined by its protomatrix. 
We can associate a natural standard logic with each of the ecial protomatrices 
mentioned in the first part of the section by taking PI!), but there are 
other, possibly more natural, logics associated with them. One such logic is con- 
sidered by Belnap in [2]. The protomatrix ith or as join and an 
forms a lattice called “he logic lattice in [2]; sse diagram is given i 
t 
b n 
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Belnap defines a logic (A, I=) in terms of the ordering relation of this Mice: 
to(a) >. . . , t,,&) I= r(3) iff t~E+2), . . . , t!ff?,(d)d rBE4(d) 
for all assignments a’ in 
This is th that is defined i sense by taking to consist of the three 
matrices K4, {b, t}), and {n, t}). We will 
sequel as the kwng 4valued Belnap logic. It is not standard. 
fer to this logic in the 
The logic defined by ( w+1’) {t}) is called linear intuitionistic logic (Z’.Ef). Ht can 
be axiomatized by add the single axiom (x+ y) or (y+ x) to the axioms of 
intuitionistic logic. It can also be defined by a finite set of fin;:e standard matrices. 
See [8]. 
The is well known that the deduction theorem holds for .2’92Z with de(x, y) := x + y 
as the deduction term. The deduction theorem also holds for 3-valued Lukasiewicz 
logic defined by the standard matrix (L&, it}). In this case the deduction term is 
de(x, y) := x 3 (x + y). 
If the matrix (L, {t}) is one of the members of the defining set L oC a standard 
logic 2, then {t} will be an 5Milter and must be included in every other Z-filter of 
. Thus Fi,L always contains at least two %filters, {t} and L. IIt may of course 
contain others. 
We mention one other important property of standard logics. Every relation of 
consequence to, . . . , t,_, t-y r is equivalent to the conditional equation 
holding identically in each memher of the set of protomatrices that define 5C 
uality-test alge ras over nonclassical logics 
Let 2 := (A, I---~) an arbitrary standard assertional ogic that is defined by a set L 
of protomatrices (i.e., matrices in standard form). 9 and are assumed fixed 
throughout the section. We describe the universal jirst-order logic over 2, actually 
one such logic for each relational signature. Let C be such a signature and S its 
sort-set. The universal first-order Z-language over 2 is defined like the corresponding 
classical first-order Z-language except that the classical propositional connectives 
are replaced by the special connectives of A. We call the (quantifier-free) formulas 
of this language (2, A )-formulas. The universal (& A)-sentences are the universal 
closures of the (2, A)-formulas, but we normally omit the quantifiers thus, in effect, 
identifying formulas and universal sentences. Recall that the sets of operation and 
predicate symbols are denoted by & and &, respectively. 
3.1. Structures over nonclassical iogics 
n admissible relational -structure 
) and interpretations of the 
ts of an S-sorted universe 
predicate symbols of c. 
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(T E &, its interpretation gR is the same as in the classical case: cR : R,, x l l l x R,,l_, + 
R, where so.. . snmI + s is the type of U. (So (R, CT~)~+, is a &-algebra in the usual 
sense.) Predicate symbols different from the equality symbol are also interpreted in 
the classical way, except that the two classical truth values are replaced by the 
elements of L, the universe of one of the protomatrices in the defining set of 9. 
Thus if o is a predicate symbol of type so, . . . , s,_~, oR : R,, x . 0 l x I?,,,_, + L. The 
interpretation = f of the equality symbol of type s is a mapping of R, x R, into L. 
In contrast to the classical case, the fundamental properties of equality over a 
general nonclassical ogic are not entirely obvious. The problem of identifying them 
has not yet been completely resolved, but finding the right way to interpret equality 
is crucial tti obtaining a satisfactory algebraization of the universal first-order iogic 
over 9. We hope the definition we now give will be justified by the subsequent 
development. We normally write a =rf b instead of = :(a, h). 
efinition 3.1. A family of mappings =r f : R, x R,v + L, for s E S, is called an Z’- 
admissible interpretation of equality if it sa.tisfies the following conditions: 
0 i a-f b=tiff a=b. 
For every .Z’-filter F of L: 
(ii) a =f bEFimplies b=faeF; 
(iii) a=%bEFandb=fcEFimpliesa=fcEF. 
(iv) For each OE& oftype s~...s,,_~+s: 
a0 =sg Iz bo, .. - 5 a,,-, -F,_, b,-, E F 
implies gR(aO,. . . ) a,,_,) =f oR(bo, . . . , b,,_,) E F. 
(v) For each aE&oftype s~..~s,_~: 
a0 zsg Rbo,. l l , a,-, =T,_, b,,-,, gR(ao,. . , a,-dE F 
implies oR(bo, . . . TI b,_,) E E 
Note that in the event {t} and L are the only Z&filters of 9 conditions m-w 
are consequences of condition (i). This is the situation in classical logic where L is 
the 2-element Boolean algebra 2. Moreover, in this case condition (i) clearly 
reduces to the standard interpretation of eqln;llity as identity: 
.p b = true ifa=b, a= 
false otherwise. 
The notion of an admissible relational C-structure over 2 is now corn 
described. In summary it consists of an S-sorted universe and interpretations of all 
operation and predicate symbols of 2, with the inter 
mbols, including equality, taking truth values in one o 
of 9. In addition the interpretation of e 
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The essential property of an admissible relational C-structure over 9 is the 
%admissibility of the equality interpretation. The classical equality-te: t algebras 
have the property, although in a trivial sense because has no proper nontriviai 
filters. More significant is the fact that every generaliz equality-test algebra has 
the property. Indeed %‘PLZ’-admissibility is the essential part of the definition of 
GET algebras in Definition 1.2 that allows us to Qbtain the representation Theorem 
1.3. The most natuid data structures over the nonclassical logic Csp also have an 
admissible equality interpretation. Consider for example the set of all functions 
on the positive integers. For all f; g E R let f 2 g be the greatest n E N,,, such ihat 
f(k) = g(k) for all k < n. Then zR is .ZY%admissible. 
3.2. The algebra-transform 
With the classical case in mind it is obvious how to define the algebra-transform 
of an admissible relational C-structure over the logic 9. Its sort-set is 
S u {log}, and its signature C (A ) is defined just as in the classical case (see ( 1.3)); 
of course we now replace the sort boo1 by log and take A to be the 
Note that the A-reduct of an arbitrary Z(A)-algebra A is denoted b 
is defined by the following conditions (in which we write 
pr; := UR for each CT E 2$, 
eq$:= -7 for each s E S. 
The translation of a universal Z(A) -sentence +J into a Z(A) -term <p* is defined 
as in the classical case with the obvious modifications, the main one being to replace 
the equalities (1.5) by 
The notion of an admissible relation C-structure over 9 being a model cf a 
universal (E, A )-sentence 4p, in symbols l==rq, can now be defined by the 
equivalence 
t== q*=t. (3.0 
Continuing the analogy with classical logic we call an algebraic signature of the 
form Z(A j an equality-test signature over 2, and any algebra isomorphic to an 
algebra of the form -test algebra over 2. We give a 
rst define the notion of an 
t is convenient for 
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any A-algebra and not just one of the defining protcmatrices of 9. Recall that a 
nonempty subset F of is called an .Z’--Zter if to(Z), . . . , tm&) t-Y r(g) implies 
t,A(fz), . . . , tk &I) E F implies r(fi) E P; 
for all tC:S...9 t,_, 9 r E Te, (X) and all assignments tl. 
3.2. Let X(A ) be an equality-test signature over 9 and let A be an 
arbitrary 2’( A )-algebra. Th ily of operations {eq ,” : s E S) is called a Y-a&rrks- 
ible equality-test :jystem ora the following conditions hold for all s E S: 
(i) eq:(a, b) =t iff a = b. 
For every s-filter F of 
(ii) eqt(a, b) E F implies eq$(b, u) E F; 
(iii) eqf(a, b) E F and eqt(b, c) E F implies eqt(a, c) E F. 
(iv) For all aE & of type so.. . s,_l + s: 
implies eqt(uR(ao, . . . , a,_,), aR(bo,. . . , b,_,))E F. 
(v) For all UC & of type sO . . . s,_, : 
eq$ao, b,), . l . 9 etltz_,(an-l, b,-d, uA(aO,. . . , a,,-,) E F 
implies a”( bo, . . . , b,_,) E F. 
Compare the following definition with Definitions 1.1 and 3.1. 
3.3. Let 9 be a standard logic defined by a set of standard matrices. 
lgebra A is an admissible quality-test algebra o r 9 (an ETY algebra) 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
s E S} is an Z-admissible equality-test system on 
Extending the analogy with classical equality-test algebras we want to consider 
the possibility that there exists an equality-test operation eqlog on the logic-domain. 
This might be introduced in the form of new operation symbol, or, as in the classical 
case, it may already e&t in the form of a term built up from the logical connectives 
in A. An ETY algebra is called spe?aH if it has an additional operation eqlo, rsf type 
log log+ log satisfying conditions (I)-(iv) of Definition 3.2 with so, . . . , s,_, . s = log 
and O- E A In additloii it is akv required that the following con for eat 
s E S and every A!?-filter F of 
(iii) eq$(ao, bo), eqk, b implies ~clit&eq3ao, ai)9 e 
is special; see (1.7). 
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An equality-test algebra can be viewed as a data structure that incorporates a 
part of its underlying logic within its structure. We take a universal algebra approach 
in this paper, but category theory can also be used. For some work along this line 
see [6]. 
Admissible equality-test algebras over a nonclassical logic 2Z’ may be viewed as 
the natural analogue of the classical, or Boolean, equality-test algebras. As in the 
Boolean case they cannot be completely characterized by conditional equations, 
and in this section and ttn - llb rlext we investigate just how well they can be described 
by this means. We will see that for a wide class of logics, the so-called QutoQlgebrQiz- 
able logics for which the deduction theorem holds, the situation is almc: t as good 
as in the Boolean case. 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise noted, 25 = (A, I-& will be a standard 
logic defined by a set of matrices of the form (L, {t}) where L is a data structure; 
as usual we often fail to distinguish between a matrix and its protomatrix. We focus 
our attention exclusively on the logic domains of what will eventually turn out to 
be the A-reducts of generalized admissible equality-test algebras over 2’. Con- 
sequently we wili be dealing exclusively with algebras of the homogeneous ignature 
A. In particular, A will always be a A-algebra. 
In a systematic study of admissible equality-test systems it proves convenient to 
separate the notion of admissibility from that of an equality-test. By a binary operation 
on a set A we mean any function f: A x A + A; if A is the carrier of an algebra A, 
thenfis said to be term-d&nable if there is a t E Te,, (x, y) such thatb’(a, 6) = tA( a, b) 
for all a, b E A. 
.I. Let .Z be a logic (not necessarily standard) and a A-algebra. A 
mary operation eq: A x A + A is said to be .%admissible for if the following 
conditions hold for every Z-filter F of and all a, b, c, a,, . . . , b,, . . . , b,_, E A. 
6) eq(a, Q) E F; 
(ii) eq( a, 6) E F implies eq( b, a) E F; 
(iii) eq( a, b), eq( b, c) E F implies eq( a, c) E F; 
(iv) for all y E A, 
q(Qo, bo), l - l , eqk-,, h-A E F 
implies eq(yA(a,,.. ., an_,), yA(bo ,..., b”_,))E F; 
(v) Q, eq(a, e))~ F implies b E F (detachxsst); 
(vi) Q, b E implies eq( a, b) E F (G-rule). 
ac~~rizatio~ of Y-a 
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and eq’ on A are said to be Z’-equivalent if 
eq(a, 6) E F iff eq’(a, b) E F, 
for every Y-filter and all a, b E It is easy to see that in this case eq is %admissible 
iff eq’ is. 
Let Co A denote the set of all congruence relations on . It forms an algebraic 
closed-set system (see the Introduction) that contains the identity relation A, and 
the universal relation 0, as its 
A mapping @ between two 
unions if, for any family Ci, 
have @(lJ C;) = 1) @( Ci). 
smallest and largest members, respectively. 
closure systems % and %Y’ is said to preserve closed 
i E I, of closed sets in (e such that U Ci E %, we 
lmxxem 4.2. Let 28 be a standard logic and a A-algebra. There is a one-one 
correspondence between equivalence classes Sadmissible operations on and 
mappings &? : F&A + Co such that: 
w fl preserves intersections and closed unions; 
(ii) [t](O( F)) = F for every FE F&A. 
Moreover, if eq is an Z-admissible operation on the corresponding mapping fl is 
deJined by 
R(F) := ((a, b)~ AX A: eq(a, 6) E F). (4.1) 
f. Let eq be an Y’-admissible operation on and let 0 be defined as in (4.1). 
) is a congruence by Definition 4.1(i)-(iv). e show that F = [t](O( F)). 
Suppose a E [t](n( F)). Thus t = a(O( F)), i.e., eq(t, a) E F, and hence a E F by 
detachment (Definition 4.1 (iv)); recall that t is contained in every filter since 2 is 
standard. Conversely, if a E F, then eq(a, t) E F by the G-rule (Definition 4.1(v)), 
and hence a = t(O); so a E [t](O( 6;)). 
It follows immediately from its definition (4.1) that J2 preserves intersections and 
closed unions. We show this only for closed unions. Let Fi, with i E I, be any system 
of .Y-filters such that lJ Fi is an .2’-filter. 
a s b(O(U Fi)) iff eq(a, b) E lJ Fi 
iff eq(a, b) E Fi, for some i 
iff a = b(O(F;-)), for some i 
iff a = b(U C!( Fi j). 
Now assume 0 : Fi L/ satisfies conditions (i) an let 
F( a, b) := n {G E FiYl : a = b(O(G))}. 
F(a, b) is an 3- her since the Z-filters for eserves 
intersections, 
))=fx E ))). 
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Hence a = )). We claim F(a, b) is a principal Z-filter (i.e., that it is 
generated by a single ement). Suppose not. Then 
F(a,b)=U{GEFi : G= F(a, b)} 
( “c” means strict inclusion). For if the union on the right were strict’cy included in 
F(a, b), then any element of F( a, b) that is not contained in the union would be a 
of F’(a, b). Since 0 preserves closed unions, 
, Gc F(a, b)). 
Thus a = b(L!(F(a, b))) implies a = b(R( G)) for some Z-filter G c F(a, b), which 
contradicts the definition of F( a, 6) as the smallest Z-filter G sue that a = 6(0(G)). 
So F(a, b) is principal. 
Let eq be a choice nction that chooses a principal generator eq(a, b) of F(a, b) 
for all a, b E A. (Clearly any two such choice functions are Z&equivalent.) Notice 
first of all that, for any Z-filter G, 
eq(a, b)EG iff F(a, 6)s G iff a= b(R(G)). (4.2) 
We verify conditions (i)-(vi) of the Definition 4.1 of Z-admissibility for every 
Definition 4.1 (i)-( iv) are straightforward. Consider for example Definition 4.1 (iii). 
Assume eq(a, b), eq(b, C)E G. Then by (4.2), a = b(fi(G)) and b= c(R(G)). So 
a = c(n( G)), and hence eq( a, c) E G, again by (4.2). 
Consider Definition 4.1 (vi) (G-rule). Suppose a, b E G. Since G = [t]( 0 ( G)), 
a=t= b(R(G)). So eq(a, b)E G. 
Consider Definition 4.1(v) (detachment). Suppose a, eq(a, b) E 6. Then by the 
G-rule, eq(t, a) E G (t E G since 3 is standard). So, by Definition 4.1 (iii), eq(t, b) E G. 
IIWS b = t@(G)), which means b E [t](O( G)) = G. 0 
This theorem has a number of interesting consequences. For each Z-filter F the 
mapping a chooses one of the possibly many congruences 0 with the property 
that [ t]( 0) = F. The particular choice it makes depends on the particular Z-admis- 
sible operation eq. We see in the following corollary that in at least one important 
case the mapping 0 is canonical. 
An operation eq is said to be compatible with 0 E Co ifa=a’(@)andbrb’(@) 
impiy eq(a, b) = eq(a’, b’)( 0). Observe that a term-definable operation is automati- 
cally compatible with every congruence of 
QTQ Assume eq is a term-dejnable Z-admissible operation on 
generally, an *Z-admissible operation that is compatible with every congrue 
Then R(F) can be characterized as the largest congruence 1;) such that 
11 term-definable %admissib!e operations on A are Z-equivalent. 
be any congruence su e a = b(0). Then 
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Let 2 be a standard logic and a A-algebra. A congruence 0 on 
is called an Z-congruence if 
(i) [t](o) is an Sfilter; 
(ii) 0 is the largest @ E Co 
The set of all A-congruences i 
rm-definable Z-admissible operation, then it follows from Corollary 
is a closed-set system, and, like every closed-set system, it forms a 
complete lattice whose meet operation is set-theoretical intersection and whose join 
is given by 
V @=n{@ECo : @i C Qi for all i}. 
has a term-dejnable .Y-admissible operation (or, more 
generally, an Y-admissible operation that is compatible with every CongvtrPnce of 
The mapping 0 : FiY dejned in (4.1) is an isomorphism between the lattices 
of 3jilter.s and Z-congruences that preserves closed unions. Its inverse is O+](O). 
Of particular interest are those logics 2.2 for which there is an Z-admissible 
operation uniformily term-definable over all A-algebras. 
efinition 4.6. A standard logic 2 is said to be autoalgebraizable if t 
.,\ (x, y) such that eq* is an JZ’-admissible operation on 
eq is called an admissible term for 2’. 
The notion of an autoalgebraizable logic is a special case of that of an algebraizable 
logic studied in [4]. 
From Corollary 4.3 we have that, if 28 is autoalgebraizable, any two Z-admissible 
terms are S-equivalent in the obvious sense. Furthermore, by Corollary 4.5, there 
is a natural one-one correspondence (given by the mapping 0 defined in (4.1)) 
between the Z-filters and Z-congruences of each algebra of signature A. 
We now want to prove an algebraic representation theorem that will allow us to 
obtain in the next section an analogue of Theorem 1.3 for autoalgebraizable logics. 
We first make a useful definition. 
7. Let 2’ be an autoalgebraizable logic, and let e 
term for 2. An algebra of signature A is called an Z-algebra if 
(i) {t) is an Z-filter of 
(ii) 0((t)) is the identi 
that [t]( 0) = {t}. 
Note that 
gruence @ on an arbitrary 
%9%‘-algebras and lean algebras SC :he same. We shall see that, for an 
arbitrary autoalgebraiza e logic with the deduction theorem, Z-algebras 
same role as Boolean algebras do for %%?X The %Z%filters on a Boolean 
ean filters in the usual sense. In this case the ma ing 
42(F) := {(a, b >; (not a or b) and (a or not 6)) 
establishes a one- ne correspondence between Boolean filters and all congruence 
relations. 
aract~ri~atio~ of P-algebras in terms of condi isnai equations 
Let 2 = (A, I-- ‘F) be an aut q logic with Zadmissible term 
of signature A is aJn .Y-alg es the following conditional 
equations. 
(i ) r = t for evecv axiom L 
e t =j p =r t for eopq7 r&y f--l, 
onditions (i) and (ii) together say that {t} is an .LCfilter. Condition (iii) 
says that 0((t)) = AA. Y 
The next theorem is t e main result of the section. An algebra ~4 is a subdirect 
product of a system { E I) of algebras if i? is a smubalgebra of the direct product 
ri such that the projection of A on each factor is surjective. 
heorem 4.9. Assume 2 is a standard logic and is dejned by he set 
matrices. Assume further that 28 is auto ebraizable and that euery p 
is an ~-algebra. Then every Z-algebra is isomorphic to a direct Emit of subdirect 
products of proto is a finite set of finite matrices, then A itself is 
protoma trices in 
roof. ecause of the isomorphism IR between the lattices of %filters and Z- 
s, in deaiing with quotients in the class of algebras of si 
S-congruences by L&filters. In particular, for any algebra 
,U2( F). Note that, if 
over, the homomor 
universal algebra [ 16, p. 571 holds in the usual way when congruences are replaced 
e codomain of the homomorphism is an Z-algebra: more 
be a surjective homomorphism from an arbitrary A-algebra 
cnto an Z-algebra and let F = h-‘(It}) := {a E A: h(a) = t}. Then F is an LMilter 
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gebra. To simplify the argument we assume 
countable. Let h : be a surjective homomorphism and let H b 
. , f,_,~ N and E I’e.,(X)\H. Then r~ 
d hence to,... , t,_, blY r (see (2.2)). So 
there exists an such that g(tr)==.*=g(t,_,)=t, but 
g(v) @ t. Thus the kernel G of g is a primitive s-filter such that to, . . . , tn-r E G but 
r e G. For any finite subset T of terms in Te,, (X), let F(T) be the intersection of 
all primitive filters that include T. If 7% H, above, T 5 F( T) c H for 
all T. Let H* be the set of all finite subsets of = l-$-C “* F( T). H* forms 
a directed partially ordered set under inclusion, and for each pair T, T’ of finite 
subsets of H such that T c T’, we have F(T) C_ F( T’). Let 
f T-T’: .,(X)lF(T)-,Te.,(X)/F(T’) 
be the natural surjection. Let .\(X)/ F( T). Note that T is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra of a direct product of protomatrices of l Clearly, the set of 
T E H*, together wi the homomorphisms fT,T* with T c T’, forms a directed family 
of A-algebras. Let = (lJ &-)I= (where the union is disjoint) be the direct limit 
of this family. (See for instance [16, p. 1291.) It is a routine matter to show that 
is a surjective homomorphism from 
= A. This proves the first part of the theorem. 
Assume now that L is a finite set of finite matrices. Let and h:Te,,(X)+ 
as above, and again let H be the kernel of h. Let t, , tz, . . . . tn, . . . be an enumeration 
ofthetermsin H,andset Hn:={tl,t2,..., each n < w. Let X, be the set of 
variables occurring in t,, . . . , t,, r. A mapping g : e , (X,,) + L is called good 
and g(tl)=-• l = g( t,,) = t while g(r) #t. Because of the assumption about 
are only finitely many good mappings for each n. Thus at least one of the 
extended to a good map for each m 2 n. So there exits a g : 
that is good for all n. Its kernel is a primitive JMilter that inc 
does not contain oosing one such primitive filter for each r not in 
a representation as a subdirect product of protomatrices in 
4.1. Equality-test operations 
There is a simple property of the set of defining matrices of a standard logic that 
if verified guarantees that the logic is autoalgebraizable. It involves the notion of 
an equality-test which -ve now finally define. 
Note that the conditional equation of Proposition J%iii) is sufficient for an 
Z-admissible operation eq to be an equality-test; it is always a necess 
Thus for autoalgebraizable logics with %admissible ter 
3-a A is a 
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Theorem 4.11. Let 9 be a standard logic and let L be the set of standard matrices 
that de$nes it. Let eq(x, y) E Te,, (x, y). If eqL is an equality-test operation for every 
protomff Wix E I.,, then 2 is autoalgebraizable and eq is an Y-admissible term for 9. 
Proof. Let be any &algebra. We verify the defining conditions of Definitioil 
dl(i)-(vi) of %admisGbility. Notice that each of these conditions corresponds in 
the obvious wa to art Z-entailment relation to which it is equivalent. Consider for 
example Definition 4.1 (ii); 
eqA(a, b), eqA(b, c) E F implies eqA(Hn, c) E F. 
The condition that this holds for every Z-algebra A and every Z-filter of A is 
equivalent to the entailmM 
(4.3) 
This 
(4-3) 
depends of course on 
is in turn equivalent to 
the assumption eq E Te,, (x, y ). Since .2? is 
the condition that the conditional equation 
standard, 
holds identically in each of the protomatrices L defining 9. But this is obvious since 
by assumption eqt is an equality-test operation for L. All the defining conditions 
of Zadmissibility can be verified this way. q 
This theorem has a weak form of converse: 
Proposition 4.12. Let 3 be an autoalgebraizable standard logic with .Y-admissible term 
eq_ T&en 2 can be defined by a set L of standard matrices such that eqL is an 
equa!ity-test operation on each protomatrix L oJf L; i.e., L is an Z-algebra. 
be any defining set of standard matrices for 2. Let M be a protomatrix 
a( {t}). Finally, let L be the corresponding set of quotient 
](O,)}). By Corollary 4.3, OM is the largest congruence on 
with the property that its t-equivalence class contains only t, i.e., [t]( &) = {t}. 
Let t(Z) be any term in Te., (X) and a’ any assignment in M. Let h : M + M/O,,, 
be the natural surjective homomorphism, and take h( a’) to be the assignment in 
/ OM that assigns [a]( 0,) to a variable x if a’ assigns a to x. Since t is 
eM-equivalent only to itself, it is easy to see that t”‘@M( h(a)) = t ifl t”(ii) = t. Thus 
to, . . ., tn_, kM r iff to,. . . , t,+, l==L r, for all to,. . . , tn-,, rETe.,(X). This chows L 
also defines 2’. Each protomatrix in L is an Z-algebra. 0 
The paradigm for autoalgebraizable logics is %9?2. 
eq(& Y):=(nOt x or y) and (x or not y) (4.4) 
is a term-definable quality-test operation for %PY. This follows immediately from 
the last theorem since eq is an equality-test erm for 
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It is easy to see that 
eqb, y) := (x + y) and (y + X) (43 
is an equality-test erm for L 3. Thus Lukasiewicz’s 3-valued logic is autoalgebraiz- 
able. More generally, any standard lcgic that is defined by a single primal protomatrix 
is autoalgebraizable. 
The term (4.5) also defines an equality-test operation on the protomatrix 
Thus ICKY? is autoalgebraizable. On the other hand, it is easy to check that none 
of the protomatrices E4 has a term-definable quality-test. 
4.2. The deduction theorem in autoa:gebraitable ogics 
We will show that if the deduction theorem holds in an autoalgebraizable logic, 
then the property of J&theories expressed in Proposition 2.1 applies to the Z-filters 
of every algebra. Recall that, for any Z-filter F, F[a] is the T-filter generated 
by Fv(a). 
Proposition 4.13. Let 2’ be a autoalgebraizable standard logic, and assume that the 
deduction theorem holds for 9 with deduction term de. Let A be a A-algebra and 
a, b E A. Then for any .%@ter F of A, 
bc F[a] if deA(a, b)E F. 
To prove this proposition we need the following. 
Lemma 4.14. Let 9 be a autoalgebraizable standard logic. Let be a A-algebra and 
h : Te., (X) + A a surjective homomorphism. Let F be an .Z’-jl’ter of 
h-‘(F), so that T is an Z-theory. For any a E A let t E Ti= 1(X) such that h(t) = a. 
Then h-‘( F[a]) - T[t]. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the composition of two correspondences: the one 
between Z-filters and Y-congruences and the one between the congruences on an 
arbitrary algebra and the congruences on any one of its quotients. 
According to the correspondence theorem of universal algebra (see for instance 
[ 16, p. 61, Theorem 3]), the mappings 
OH h-‘(O):=((t, r)Ck,(X)*: h(t)= h(r)(O)}, 
@* h(@):={(h(t), h(r)): t=r(@)} 
are mutually inverse order-preserving, one-one correspondences between the set of 
all congruences of and the set of congruences of .JX) that include .h-‘(AA) 
(the congruence-kernel of h). Moreover, ., (X)/ h-‘( 0). This isomorphism 
means that 0 is an S-congruence iff h-’ . Because of the correspondence 
between Z-filters and %congruences, the mappings G-h-‘(G) and 
mutually inverse order-preserving, one-one correspondences between T-filters and 
Z-theories that include h-‘(t). 
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We now prove the lemma. h-‘( F[ a]) is a theory that includes T v {t}, so 
h-‘(F[a]). Consider any term r such that re T[ t]. Let T’ be a theory such that 
T v {t} s T’ but rti T’. By the above correspondence there is an %filter F’ of 
such that K’(F) = T’ andh(T’)=F’.Note:hatFu(a}=h(Tu{t))sh(T’)=F’. 
Thus F[a] c: F’, and hence h -“(F[a])s h-‘(F) = T’. So re h-‘(F[ 
holds for all re T[ t], WC have h-‘( F[a]) c T[ t]. 0 
The proof of th on is a straightforward consequence of the lemma and 
Prop w l os;trcrr 2. I. ci 
By iterating the application of the deduction term de we ban obtain a useful 
extension of the propositisr,. Let de&, y) :- de&, 1) and 
Then under the hypothesis of the proposition, 
b E F[a,, . . . , a,_,] iff det_,(a,, . . . , a,_, , b) E F; 
in particular, 
b E [a,, . . . , a,-,] iff det_,(a,, . . . , a,_,, b) = t. 
We remark that the assumption in Proposition 4.13 that 5’ be standard can be 
considerably weakened. 
. Generalized equality-test algebras over m autoalgebraizable logic 
Throughout this section 9 will be a standard logic for which we have an axiomatiz- 
ation (a set of axioms and rules of inference). We assume Z’ is autoalgebraizable 
and that eqlo, is ar, admissible term for 9. We also assume that, if I, is a set of 
defining standard matrices for 2, then eq& is an equality-test operation for every 
protomatrix , i.e., each is an Z-algebra; by Proposition 4.12 this results in 
no loss of generality. Finally, we assume that the deduction theorem holds for 9 
with deduction term de. 
We now give the axioms of generalized admissible equality-test algebras over 9; 
they should be compared with the AXGET axioms in Section 1. 
(AxgetY I) 
(Axget,,) 
t =r t for every axiom t; 
tO=t A l l l A tn_l = t + r = t 
(Axget.,,) eq,,,(x,y)-t+x=y. 
for each inference rule “” .. ;’ “‘-I ; 
For each s E S: 
(Axget,,) 1 eq,Jx, x) = t; 
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ForeachaK&-,oftypes,...s,_,+s: 
deA~qs,(xo, yoL. . . I) eqs,,_,(xn-, , yn-,j 
eq.&b,, l l l , &-A a(y0, l l l , yn-1))) = t. 
Wxgetn) . de-: A-I.&~, YO), l . . , ws,,_,ixn-1, yn-A 
4x0, - l l 9 xn-A dY0, l l l , Yn-1)) =t* 
(Axgeb7) eq.&,yW + X=Y; 
1 
(Axgebd 3 de2bts(xo, yo), f4.&, yd, e lo,(eqs(xo, xl), eqs(yo, 35))) = t. 
Let AXGET Stan.7 fsr the set of all these axioms. 
Definition 5.1. A Z(A)-algebra satisfying AXGET, is called a generalized admissible 
equality-test algebra over 3 (a GETCr a fgebra j.
The GETY algebras form a conditional-equational class. Note that. apart from 
the axioms defining the underlying logic, P.xget Y,7 is the only axiom that is not an 
equality. 
Proposition 5.2. A C (A ) -algebra A is a GETY algebra iff the following conditions hold : 
(9 Alog is an Z-algebra ; 
(ii) {eqt: s E 5’) is an Z-admissible equality-test system for 
(iii) for every s E S and every %jilter F of 
W’(ao, boj, &‘(a,, W E F implies eq&!W’~ao, 4, eqi’(bo, b,)) E 6;. 
Prook AxgetY,, -AxgetY,,rt are the same three conditional equations that appear in 
Proposition 4.8. It is easy to see by Proposition 4.13 that Axget,,-AxgetY,7 are 
equivalent to (ii) and that AxgetY,* is equivalent to (iii). Cl 
Let be the defining set of standard matrices for .2Z. By comparing this result 
with the definition of ?n admissible equality-test 
3.3, we see that a special ETY algebra is just a 
one of the protomatrices of 
We are now finally rea y for the nonclassical 
algebra ol!er 2 given in Definition 
GETY al;<ebra whose _k-reduct is 
analogue of ‘F 
5.3. Let .5? be a standard logic ned by class I_, of standard matrices. 
Assume 3 is autoalgebraizable and that the ction theorem h 
very GET9) algebra ,4 is isomorphic to a direct limit sf s 
1SF: D. Figmzi 
is Q jinite set ofjinite matrices very GET2 algebra is isomorphic to a 
duct of special ET3 algebras such that B,,, E E. 
The proof will follow closely the proof of Theorem 4.9, the corresponding result 
for s-algebras. The key to tire proof is the notion of a GETY-c 
(S v {log})-sorted congruence 0 on a GET3 algebra is called a GE’b-congruence 
if the quotient @ is also a GET3 algebra. All axioms in AXGET, except AxgetY,lt, 
Axgets,,nl, and xget,, art: equations and hence will automatically hold in every 
quotient of A. ‘TInus in order to show 0 is a GETp-congruence it su%es to S!IOW 
that (A/O),,, is an Z-algebra and that each of the conditional equations eq,(xY y) = 
t+x=y holds in A/O. 
roof of Theorem 5. and de be an equality-test and deduction term for 
3’. In view of Proposition 4.12 we may assume without loss of generality that eql”,, 
is an e ality-test operation on each protomatrix L E L. 
Let be an arbitrary GET2 algebra. We modify the definition of the operator 
0 defined in (4.1) of Theorem 4.2 in the obvious way and show that it is an 
isomorphism bet\;een the lattice of J&filters or Alog and the lattice of GETY- 
congruences of A. For each FE FiYAI,, and s E S u {log} set 
fl(F),:=={(a, b&A%: eqt(a, b)E F} 
and a(F) := (O(F), : s E S u @gj-,. it to~‘luw~ ihm the Z-admissibility of {eqt : s E 
SI and oq;‘,,, and from condition (iii) of Proposition 5.2, that O(F) is a congruence 
on A. 
Let F E Fi3Alog. L!(F),,, coincides with the congruence O(F) on Alog defined in 
(4.1). Thus kli~(F99log:= 4c&w9b, is an Z-algebra. To show R(F) is an 
GETY-congruence it only remains to check that eq,(x, y) = t-, .x =y holds in 
/O(F) for each s E S. Consider any a, b E (A/L!(F)), and let c, d E A, such that 
a = [c](SZ(F)) and b = [d](G?(F)). Then eqt’O(F’(a, b) = t iff eqg(c, d) E F, which 
gives c = d(sZ( F)), i.e., a = b. 
Conversely, let 0 be a GET,- congruence, and let F := [t]( @,og). Since A,,,/ Blog 
is an Z-algebra, 6& is an Z-congruence, and hence F is an %filter. Consider any 
s E S and a, b E A,. a = b( @) implies 
eq$(a, 69 5, edb, a) =t, 
i.e., eqt( a, b) E F. Conversely, eqt( a, b) E F impiies eqt( a, 6) = t( O,), which in 
turn implies a = b( 0,) by AxgetY,7. So 0 = O( 1”) 
Thus 0 is an isomorphism between the lattice of %filters of Alog and GETY- 
congruences of . Composing the inverse of this isumorphism with the isomorphism 
in Corollary 4.5 we get an isomorphism b een the lattice of GE&-congruences 
of and the lattice of 3’corrgruences of lOg. So each isomorphic representation 
of irect product of G T.r algebras corresponds in a natural way to an 
isomorphic representation of 
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special ET9 algebras are exactly the GETeY algebras whose A-reduct is a protomatrix 
the conclusion of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.9. 0 
T&e GET~r algebras form the smallest conditional-equational class that 
contains all special ET9 algebras. 
The following analogue of Theorem 1.5 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
5.3 together with the equivalence (3.1). For any set r of universal sentences let 
r* := { cp* = t: c;o Er}. Recall that an admissible relational C-structure 
said to be special if its corresponding algebra-transform is a special ETY 
algebra. 
Theorem 5.5. Let 2 be as in Theorem 5.3. Let r be a set of universal C-sentences. 
Then r* v AXGETY is a set of conditional-equational axioms for the smallest condi- 
tional-equational cla ss that contains the algebra-transform Mg R of every special 
admissible C-structure over 2 such that 
A GET2 algebra A is J&simple if {t} and Alog are the only 2’-filters of Alog. This 
is a natural generalization of the classical GET-simp!e algebras discussed in Section 
1 (see the remarks preceding Theorem 1.6). But the analogue of Theorem 1.6, that 
a GET, algebra is Z-simple iff it is a special ETY algebra, doesnot hold in general 
for a variety of different reasons, one of which is that a protomatrix of 
be Z-simple. If we restrict ourselves to autoalgebraizable logics with a deduction 
term, and that are defined by a finite set of finite, .%simple matrices, then the 
analogue of Theorem 1.6 holds. But very few logics satisfy this condition. For 
example among the nonclassical logics we have considered, only the 3-valued 
Lukasiewicz logic meets the criterion. .ZW%’ does not, and in fact the only extension 
of JZQW that does is Q%‘CZ. 
The notion of a %subdirectly irreducible algebra turns out to be the proper analogue 
of simplicity in the case of general nonclassical logics. 
Let 2 be a autoalgebraizable standard logic and a nontrivial 
is .%subdirectly irreducible if FiY \{{a}} contains a smallest member, 
has a filter difl?rent from {t} that is included in every filter different f~~rn {t}. 
In an Z’-subdirectly irreducible Z-algebra 
as the intersection of a family of Z-filters unless one of t 
is isomorphic to a subdirect product of 55algebras, it must be isomorphic 
the factor algebras. This condition in fact characterizes 2%subdirectly 
irreducible Z-algebras. 
standard matrix is %subdirectly irre iMy 
a ,I/’ al is 2% cible. 
D. Pigozzi 
The next proposition? is an analogue of a well known universal algebraic result 
of G. Birkhoff:, see [J4, p. 1241. 
pa 
osition 5.7. Ass 
of .5.%ubdirectly i 
algebraizable. Every Z-algebra is a sub 
roof. Consider any element a E A such that W n # t. The set of all Z-filters that fail 
to contain a is nonempty (since it contains {t}) and is closed under ions of chains. 
So by Zorn’s lemma there is an Z-filter F, that is maximal wi respect to the 
property of excluding a. nnft F, = {t}. So is a subdirect product of the quotient 
F,. each of whkh is an J&algebra. By Le maximality of F,, every 
rly includes F, must c tain a. By the correspondence between 
the Z-filters of F, and the %filters o that include F, we get that the Z-filter 
generated by [a](J2( F’)) is the smallest member of Fi,(A/ F,)\{{t)). So each 
is Z-subdirectly irreducible. Cl 
Suppose alp is defined by a set of standard matrices. Consider any protomatrix 
and let KL be the set of subdirect factors of L obtained from the proposition. 
,= Since L is subdirect product of members of KIL, it is clear that 
l=KI includes t=L in the sense that T l==KI r alv# sys implies T l=L r. Thus kK is included 
in kL, which coincides with I- 6p. The inclusion in the opposite direction holds since 
each member of is an Z-algebra. This gives the following: 
roposition 5.8. Every standard autoafgebraizatle logic 2’ can be defined by a set L 
of standard 25subdirectly irreducible matrices. Moreover, L can be taken to be the set 
of %subdirectly irreducible factors of the members of any given dejning set of standard 
matrices of 3. Thus if 2 is deined by a finite set of finite matrices, then it can be 
dejned by a finite set of fznite, .ZZ’-subdirectly irreducible matrices. 
Let 25 be as in Theorem 5.3. Assume 2? is defined by a finite set 
$r:ite, Z-subdirectly irreducible matrices. Then the special ET.Y algebras are eJcactly 
th2 5?-subdirectly irreducible GET.Y algebras. 
roof. By definition is an ETY algebra iff lOg a protomatrix in L; hence every 
TY algebra is .Z’-su irectly irreducible, be an %subdirectly 
irreducible GET,Y algebra. By Theorem 5.3, is isomorphic to a subdirect product 
of special ET,y algebras and hence must be isomorphic to one of the factors of the 
subdirect product. 0 
We next show 
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of .%subdirectly irreducible matrices. In the present context a data structure is a 
GETr algebra that is minimal in the sense that every element is denoted by at least 
one ground term. A data type is the isomorphism class of a data structure. 
ecall that every universal initial specification of a classical ET data type is also 
al specification and hence complete. An analogous result holds for ET, data 
types if we admit specifications from a somewhat wider class of formulas. 
Let E be a set of conditional equations and negations of conditional equati 
ali of signature Z(A). E Ss an initial specification of an GETY data structure 
is the initial algebra of the class of models of E. E is a $nal specification & 
is a final (terminal) algebra of the class of nontrivial data structures of this model 
class. E is a complete specijkation of A if it is both initial and final. 
heorem 5.10. Let 2 be as in Theorem 5.3 and assume in addition that .Z is dejned 
by ajnite set offinite, Ssubdirectly irreducible matrices. Let E be an initial specification 
of a special ET2) data type by conditional equations. Then there is a sing/e ground 
term t of signature 2 such that E v (t SC t) v AXGET, is a complete specifkarion of 
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, is Ssubdirectly irreducible. Let a be a generator 
smallest nontrivial Z-filter of ted by some ground term t. Le 
the model class of 5 u (t + t} u AXGETY. clearly contains 
since it is initial in a larger class. A can have no proper homomorphic 
For suppose it had one, sa Let 11: A + be the unique surjective 
ism, (Is is unique because is a data structure.) Let F be the kernel 
F is an Z-filter since is a GETY algebra. Thus a E F and hence 
t B = t, contradicting the fact f t + t. From the fact is initial in 
oper homomor it follows immediately that every data 
is isomorphic 
A set r of universal senten s of signature C is an initial specijcation of 
set of conditional equations * ‘.I AXGET,y iS an initial SpeCifiCatiOn Of 
Section 3 for the definition of I “‘.) Under the hypothesis of the theorem, if 
ET,Y data type has :J universal specification in this sense, then it hav a 
finite complete specification. 
eore leorem 
initial specification is computable. 
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those ground equations that are logical consequences of K; hence they are recursively 
enumerable. 0n the ther hand, the ground equations that fail in 
those equations r= such that t = t is a logical consequence of T* 
( r = u}; this is a consequence of premise is 2%subdirectly irreducible and the 
choice of t. Thus t ground equations that are also recursively enumerable. 
It follows that t ground equations that hold in are recursive, i.e., 
computable. III 
It suffices for the conclusion of the theorem to assume only that A has a recursively 
enumerable initial specification. 
The importancs of nonclassical ogics in computer science is a universally accepted 
fact, and algebraic data types with a nonclassical underlying logic seem to be worth 
investigating. The current interest in object-oriented programming gives added 
impetus to such a project. The use of McCarthy’s 3-valued logic to formalize the 
way Boolean expressions are evaluated in some implementations can be viewed as 
the first step in forming a nonclassical data type. The next step would be to physically 
adjoin the 3-element algebra that defines McCarthy’s logic to the data type as a 
new logic domain. Subsequent steps would involve defining the appropriate 
operations, such as the equality-test and if- then-else operations, that bind the logic 
domain with the other domains of the type. The act of actually adjoining the logic 
to the data type and adding the interconnecting operations is a big conceptual jump 
because it means moving the logic from the metalanguage to the object language, 
thu:; making it part of the prot;ramming language. It is problematical if there is 
merit in increasing the expressive power of the object language in this way. We do 
not confront this problem in this paper. To do this one would presumably have to 
investigate specific examples, like McCarthy’s logic, in detail. But in order to give 
direction to these investigations, we feel it important to examine the role of classical 
of classical data types and to determine the scope of applicability 
thods. This has been the goal of the paper, and we now have a 
pretty good idea of both the power and limitations of these methods. The characteris- 
tic properties of classical logic in this regard are autoalgebraizability (the existence 
of an admissible term) and the deduction theorem. These are just the properties 
needed to obtain the classical-style conditional-equational axiomatization (Theorem 
5.3) and the corresponding specification results (Theorems 5.10 and 5.11). 
There are a large number of other questions we have not addressed here, at least 
ere are four that we think rank among the most important. 
a single, finite algebr l 
ral ter 
the basic data 
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structure in this ease be the GET,Y.9,Y algebras =with WE,,, as the logic doiiiai~, or 
rather their subdirect factors? 
(2) The results obtained here can be viewed as an extension of closely related 
results for classical logic that are contained in [S, 15,28,33]. The main object of 
study in these latter papers are data structures with if-then-else operations that 
select a data object from two alternatives on the basis of an equality-test hat must 
take one of the two classical truth values. Nonclassical if-then-else operations are 
not considered in the present paper. They certainly are important and deserve to 
be investigated. 
(3) Limiting ourselves to standard logics seems too restrictive. For example we 
have already observed that the strong 4-valued Belnap logic considered in Section 
2 is not standard. A smooth algebraic theory of nonstandard logics is available [4], 
but we do not know if the strong 4-valued Belnap logic falls within its scope. Fossibly 
we should not even restrict ourselves to assertional ogics. By taking the equational 
logic of an algebra for the underlying logic of a data structure, results analogous 
to Theorems 5.3,5.10, and 5.11 can be obtained in a large number of cases, KS3 for 
example. However, if we take equational logic for the underlying logic of a data 
type., all queries, even those in the logic domain, must be in the form of equations. 
This does not seem very natural from a programming point of view. 
(4) Finally, and most importantly, how should we handle logics such as both 
Kleene logics and the McCarthy and weak Belnap logics, that are not autoalgebraiz- 
able. Possibly this car1 be done by extending the signature by adjoining logical 
operations, like the equality-tests, as new operations. One has to be careful however 
that the underlying logic is not altered in the process. 
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